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Even In His Youth
Nirvana

(versão 1)

(intro) C5     G5 G#5

C5     G5 G#5
Even in his youth (x3)
He was nothing
Kept his body clean (x3)
Going nowhere
Daddy was ashamed (x2)
He was something
Digrace the family name (x2)
The family name, he was something

E5  C5      G5     D5              E5*
He was born for your crew
 C5          G5      D5            E5
I ve got nothing left to prove
 C5   G5      D5        E5*
If I die before I wake
 C5          G5      D5                   B5
Hope I don t come back  asleep

Even in his youth (x3)
He was nothing
Kept his body clean (x3)
Going nowhere
Daddy was ashamed (x2)
He was ashamed, he was nothing
Digrace the family name (x2)
Family name, going nowhere

Leave this one, for your brew
I ve got nothing left to prove
If I die before I wake
Hope I don t come back asleep
Aye-Yeah!

(solo 8x)

Leave this one, for your brew
I ve got nothing left to prove
If I die before I wake
Hope I don t come back again
I m dying!

Even in his youth (x2)



Yeah, yeah
Even in his youth (x2)
Yeah, yeah
Even in his youth
Yeah, yeah
Even in his youth
Yeah, yeah (x5)

(versão 2)

(intro/verso)
|-----------------------------|
|-----------------------------|  toque isso muitas
|---5x------------------------|  vezes
|---5x 5/666------------------|
|---3x 5/666------------------|
|------3/444------------------|

(refrão)
|-----------------------------|
|-----------------------------|
|----5x----7x-----------------|
|-2x-5x-5x-7x-----------------|
|-2x-3x-5x-5x-----------------|
|-0x----3x--------------------|

(solo)
|----------------------------------|
|----------------------2--0--------|
|--------------11----1------1------|
|--------2---4----4------------4-4-|
|---2--4---------------------------|
|----------------------------------|

(versão 3)

(mais riff)

C5   G5A#5  G5
--------------I
--------------I
5-------------I
5--0-5-6-6--5-I
3--0-5-6-6--5-I
---0-3-4-4--3-I

(chorus)

E5     C5       G5     D5
0--0----------I-3--3----------I
0--0----------I-3--3---3--3---I
-----0-5--5-0-I-0--0-0-2--2-0-I 4 times
2--2-0-5--5-0-I-0--0-0-0--0-0-I



2--2-0-3--3-0-I------0------0-I
0--0-0------0-I-3--3-0------0-I

B5
----------------I---------------I
----------------I---------------I
4-4-4-4-4-4-4-4-I4-----------4--I

4-4-4-4-4-4-4-4-I4-(feedback)4--I (on 2nd chorus: Strum B5 for both measures.)
2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-I2-----------2--I
----------------I---------------I

(solo) (There are some variations on the studio version, but I believe that they
are mistakes.)
----------------I------------------I
----------------I------------------I
----------------I------6-5-3-------I 7 times
--------3/5-5-5-I--3-5-------5-3p0-I
1/3-3-5---------I------------------I
----------------I------------------I

----------------I-------4-3--------I
----------------I------------------I
----------------I-5-3-5------------I
--------3/5-5-5-I------------------I
1/3-3-5---------I------------------I
----------------I------------------I


